MANAGEMENT POINTS OF PRIDE
FACULTY
•

In the most recent Texas A&M Management Productivity Rankings, the Department of Management ranked 7th in the world. We
rank 15th in the rolling five-year average of those rankings. With only 11 tenure-track faculty, those rankings make us one of the
most productive groups in North America.

•

On the faculty, the department includes the former editors-in-chief of Academy of Management Journal, the flagship empirical
journal in the field, and Organizational Research Methods, the flagship methodological journal in the field.

•

The department also includes current associate editors of Academy of Management Journal, Academy of Management Review, and
Personnel Psychology. Several faculty members previously served as associate editors at the Academy of Management Journal.

•

Collectively, the faculty hold 14 editorial board positions among the top-tier journals in management, including Academy of
Management Journal (4), Academy of Management Review (2), Administrative Science Quarterly (1), Journal of Applied Psychology (3),
Strategic Management Journal (1), Personnel Psychology (2), and Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes (1).

•

The faculty includes a recipient of the Distinguished Career Award from the Research Methods Division of the Academy of
Management, a recipient of the Distinguished Mid-Career Award from the Organizational Behavior Division of the Academy, and
the former president of the Research Methods Division.

•

The faculty includes the inaugural recipient of the University’s Michael F. Adams Early Career Scholar Award, along with two
faculty members who are International Research Fellows at Oxford University.

•

Driven by strong faculty mentorship, our PhD program has placed students at a number of top universities in recent years,
including Arizona State, Notre Dame, Penn State, Oklahoma State, and Illinois-Chicago

•

79% of undergraduate management majors obtained employment within 3 months of graduation.

•

Internships enable our students to identify and develop skills within their course of study. Students earn academic credit, under the
direction of a Management faculty member, while interning. Recent internships were sponsored by Disney, Bank of America, Target,
Chick-fil-A, Aflac, AT&T, Aldi, Caterpillar, Georgia-Pacific, Pepsico, UTC Aerospace Systems, and Veritiv.

•

Internships within UGA are available, as well, through the Archway Partnership and the Small Business Development Center.

•

Management majors have the option of participating in the Management Society or the Society for Human Resource Management
(SHRM), both of which are focused on expanding student engagement with the business community.

•

Management students with excellent academic records are chosen each year by the department to receive the T.W. Reed Scholarship
and the Frank and Nancy Moore Scholarship.

•

The department offers two Areas of Emphasis for management majors: (1) Supply Chain and Operations Management and (2)
Human Resource Analytics. By completing a concentrated series of courses within the major, these areas of specialization are noted
on academic transcripts and have been an attractive credential to prospective employers.
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